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To my family and friends 
who always believed

And most especially to my grandmother 
Margie Warhol 

who was always my biggest fan





prion (noun):
a protein particle that is believed to be the cause of brain diseases 
such as BSE [“Mad Cow” disease], scrapie, and Creutzfeldt-Jakob 
disease. Prions are not visible microscopically, contain no nucleic 
acid, and are highly resistant to destruction.

- Oxford English Dictionary(1)

“…much more science is needed. There are many things we don’t 
understand, and the whole science of how prions propagate and 
cross species barriers is developing as we speak.”

- Dr. Neil Cashman,  University of Toronto’s Center for 
Research in Neurodegenerative Diseases(2)

“We were amazed at how efficiently they spread.”
- Adriano Aguzzi, of the Swiss Federal Institute of 

Technology in Zurich(3)

“The bottom line is, if we don’t tightly control these diseases, we’re 
going to regret it big time.”

- Dr. Pierluigi Gambetti, director of the National Prion 
Disease Pathology Surveillance Center(2)
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Acronyms

AEGIS Advanced Experimental Genetics Intelligence Service

ACU Army Combat Uniform, standard Army uniform

CDC Centers for Disease Control (and Prevention)

CO Commanding officer of a unit/group

DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

ICV Infantry Combat Vehicle

IED Improvised Explosive Device

OSS Office of Strategic Services (precursor to CIA)

REAPR Real-time Enemy Assessors and Physiology Readers

USAMRIID United States Army Medical Research Institute for 
Infectious Diseases

XO Executive officer, second in command of a unit/group





Prologue
Fall Creek, Colorado — 1 year ago

I didn’t see Rebecca die the second time.
Or the first, for that matter.
I knew that I didn’t want to be out on the street right now; not 

this close to nightfall. Night is their time, I thought, and realized I 
was whispering to myself. If I kept this up, I was going to go as bat-
shit crazy as old man Feldon had been even before it all hit the fan.

He only ended up ranting and raving in the street, not eating 
people; he got off easy.

The waning Colorado sunlight fell across the street below me, 
and I could see more than a few of the bastards milling around, 
looking for a meal. I hid behind the roof sign for the small grocery 
store, my rifle across my back and my pistol in hand.

As I looked across the street, I could see my goal: Monty’s 
Sports & Outdoors. Ten rounds in the pistol and a few in the rifle 
wasn’t going to do it; I needed some more ammo if I was going to 
survive getting out of here. Unfortunately, there were about 30 
walking death machines separating me from my next step on the 
road to Splitsville.

I sighed and checked my pistol’s magazine once more, shifting 
the weight of the rifle. Maybe if I move down the street I can find a 
quieter place to cross over.

Suddenly, my eye caught on one of them wearing a sundress 
and standing apart from the others. Despite the rips and tears in 
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the dress, I could see the pattern of flowers and pale yellow fabric. 
My vision tracked upwards, catching other details, like the silver 
watch and the simple necklace, framed by the long blonde hair, the 
bite and claw marks evident on her shoulder and upper arm. I knew 
what I would see as I raised my gaze to the thing’s face, and as much 
as I hoped I was wrong in those few seconds, I wasn’t.

It was Rebecca, my fiancée.
It had taken me most of two days. I’d grabbed the only guns 

I had in the house and went out looking. When she wasn’t waiting 
at the house like I’d asked, I’d headed back there each night when 
my search yielded nothing. I couldn’t leave without knowing — not 
guessing, but knowing for certain — that she was either dead or… 
something else.

A part of me hadn’t wanted to find her, had hoped that she was 
still beautiful, still laughing, still so vibrantly alive somewhere… 
else. But now, that hope was gone. I’d found her.

Or rather, what was left of her. Though her face was slack-
jawed and vacant, the beauty was still there and I had to look away. 
Dammit, why hadn’t she listened? I hadn’t found Eric anywhere, but 
now it was too much to hope that her young son had made it out of 
the house alive.

I’ll admit I sort of lost it then; I fell back to the roof and cried. 
I don’t know how long it was before I pulled myself together, but it 
was a while.

It’s time, I thought. Shit or get off the pot, Dave. Fish or cut bait.
I looked back over the edge of the roof, and sure enough, all of 

them were still there. Glancing to the side, I measured the distance 
to the next roof, and knew that I could make it.

I holstered the pistol and drew the rifle off my shoulder, 
sighting on what used to be my fiancée and taking a deep breath. 
I offered up a silent prayer, and then, as I squeezed the trigger, I 
closed my eyes.

It was the only thing I could do for her now.



Chapter One
Washington Territory, 1872

It’s late in the year, and the cold seeps into the very bones of 
the soldiers who have been sent to this backwater of the country, 
searching for a tribe of Indians said to be massacring — and some-
times eating — settlers, hunters and miners.

Newspapers back home call these reports about savage canni-
bals and murderous creatures “…nothing but the deranged ravings 
of madmen and fools.” Unfortunately, the uproar causes President 
Grant to order the Army to investigate. The Army assigns Captain 
William Trace of Kentucky to ‘find out just what the hell’s going on 
up there,’ in the words of the president himself.

Captain Trace uses local scouts and hunters to find the camps 
and mining outposts that have been attacked, but rather than evi-
dence of Indians, he discovers only nightmares. Buildings burnt 
and collapsed, torn down from the outside. Broken and bloody rem-
nants of the camps are strewn about like so much garbage, many 
of them with teeth marks in the skeletons. Human teeth marks, his 
medics tell him.

The detachment comes upon a site with some buildings still 
smoldering in the chill of the early morning. They find fresher bod-
ies, only hours old, and several soldiers vomit, overwhelmed by the 
carnage. As a small squad investigates an out-building, they are at-
tacked and wounded by “a creature from the depths of hell.”

The soldiers’ combined fire manages to destroy the thing, but 
it’s only after the smoke clears that they realize that it is, or at some 
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point was, a human being. The medic moves among the soldiers, 
treating the bites and other wounds. He assures them that they 
will heal and prescribes each a healthy dose of whiskey from his 
stores… for the shakes, of course. The rest of the detachment clears 
the town, burning what little remains and setting up camp while 
their captain and his advisers determine their next destination.

Several hours later, during a check on his men, Captain Trace 
realizes something more is going on and summons the company 
medic. The wounded men are violently ill, shaking, trembling, turn-
ing pale and lapsing into an unconsciousness from which he cannot 
awaken them.

Captain Trace immediately orders a wagon to transport the 
wounded soldiers to the closest Army base, Fort Vancouver. He pro-
vides the wounded soldiers and their drivers with water, rations 
and extra horses from the detachment’s stores, knowing it will 
take three days to get there. He orders the drivers to take alternate 
shifts and to rotate out the tired horses as needed.

Captain Trace and his men are en route to the final site, with 
Fort Vancouver a day’s ride to the southwest, when a forward scout 
rides back and informs his sergeant of something he’s found. Trace 
and his trusted sergeant investigate, fearing the worst. Their fears 
are confirmed when they discover a wagon almost painted in blood 
and snapped harness — and no men or horses.

After conferring with his medic, Trace realizes this is not the 
simple mission he thought. Something darker is at work here. He 
orders his men to search the surrounding areas in groups no small-
er than five soldiers, and any wounded men are to be captured, if 
possible, or shot until dead if they pose a threat.

A day later, several squadleaders report sighting and destroy-
ing creatures similar to the one that attacked them the week before 
— but these are wearing the tattered remains of US Army uniforms. 
In order to maintain discipline, Captain Trace informs the men that 
the wounded soldiers are sick, and pose a serious health risk.

As they have no advanced medical facilities nearby, he orders 
them to shoot any such soldiers on sight. Though rattled, his men 
follow him to the last attack site.

There, they find a small boy of no more than 12 years, fright-
ened and filthy, hiding in the basement of the saloon. Although 
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unmarked with bites or other wounds, he acts crazy, as though 
his mind is gone. Trace and his men complete the destruction and 
burning of the town, and they take the boy back to Fort Vancouver 
with them.

Once he calms down, Captain Trace finds a suitable home 
for the youngster with a local woman who has lost her family to 
Indians. Captain Trace knows that he will be in good hands, and 
thinks no more on it.

Rumors fly for months at what caused the Army to burn vil-
lage after village, and those brave enough to venture out find only 
blackened remains, with no clues to the story.

Early the next year, President Grant orders the Department of 
the Army to create a special investigative detachment called Unit 
73 to investigate incidents such as the Washington Territory at-
tacks. Unit 73 responds to only nine outbreaks nationwide over the 
next 30 years, all involving minimal casualties.

Most of these incidents are in northern states, and Unit 73’s 
scientists theorize that while some infections are neutralized com-
pletely, there are other specimens still out there, frozen in high 
mountain passes or even stuck in box canyons.

The researchers inform their commanders that it is very like-
ly more incursions will happen, but there’s no way to tell when or 
where.

As expected, this does not fill their commanders or the presi-
dent with joy.

Work continues as medical science improves, with the men and 
women of Unit 73 trying to discover the source of and cure for the 
contagion that causes people to turn on their fellows. Unfortunately, 
the lack of incidents leaves few samples to work with, so progress is 
slow and halting.

In some of those few outbreaks, survivors are found, but in-
evitably turn due to having been bitten, except in one unique case.

Washington Territory, 1931

Harry Stafford is a resident of a small hunting camp in north-
ern Washington, and has been described by those who know him as 
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a ‘reclusive, ornery old goat’ that would ‘shoot you soon as look at 
you.’ Though they don’t much care for him, the others in the camp 
tolerate his rantings, as he is the best hunter and trapper among 
them.

Stafford often rambles about having been attacked by crazies 
and cannibals when young, only just escaping with his life when the 
Army rescued him. No one believes him, putting his ravings down 
to that of an old man suffering from senility. But when he comes 
stumbling into the town closest to the hunting camp, crazy-eyed 
and covered in blood that isn’t his, gibbering about monsters… well, 
things start to change.

The townsfolk figure ol’ Harry Stafford’s finally lost it com-
pletely and done someone in. They lock him away, and the Sheriff 
and his two deputies head out to the camp to check on everyone 
else.

There, they find that the main hunting lodge has burned 
nearly to the ground, and is still smoking, with the remnants of 13 
charred bodies inside.

Nearby, they find a bloody trenching tool. The Sherriff charg-
es Stafford with the murders of the residents of the camp, and the 
bloody trenching tool is entered into evidence.

Before the trial of Stafford begins, the old man and all the evi-
dence related to his alleged crime are taken into custody by men 
identified on paper only as federal agents Johnson and Smith. It 
turns out they work for Unit 73 and return with Harry, the trench-
ing tool, and the remains of the dead to their base at Fort Lewis.

The agents question Harry Stafford and gradually piece to-
gether his story. A walker — named after the lieutenant who helped 
discover them — had come out of the dense forest and attacked and 
bitten one of the hunters from the camp while he was checking his 
traps.

During the fight with the walker, the hunter accidentally de-
capitated it and made his escape, but he was mortally wounded. He 
barely made it back to the camp to tell Stafford what had happened.

Stafford tried to dispose of the hunter’s body after he expired; 
after all, sixty years before, he’d hidden in a saloon’s basement as 
the only people he had ever known were killed and eaten. He knew 
what was going to happen.
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But while he was trying to burn the body, he was caught and 
tied up by the other hunters, and then, by the time he’d managed to 
work himself free again, it was too late: the rest of the hunters had 
been infected.

He stalked them one by one, taking them down with his well-
honed stealth and speed. When only two were left, he dragged the 
rest of the bodies into the main hunting lodge as bait. It worked; 
they followed him, then he ran around and chained the door shut 
with them still inside, setting fire to the building.

Throughout his interrogation, Stafford claims that he hasn’t 
killed anyone but the monsters that would have killed him. Intensive 
analysis is conducted by Unit 73 personnel, who determine that 
there is evidence of human teeth marks on each of the thirteen bod-
ies as well as other indicators of walker activity.

This evidence lends support to Stafford’s claim of mass walker 
infection. Years later, analysis of samples from the blood remain-
ing on the trenching tool would test positive for the ”zombie” prion, 
further exonerating the old man.

The agents eventually realize that the walker that had at-
tacked the camp must have been some unfortunate soul who was 
either a remnant of the original Washington Territory attacks, or 
someone who was attacked by one of the wounded soldiers nearly 
60 years before.

It is later determined that the only way this could have hap-
pened would have been if the walker had been trapped in one of 
the blizzards and frozen, only to have thawed out and been just as 
deadly decades later.

The agents give Harry a nice, quiet place to live in the country, 
far from anyone else and with every conceivable need provided. 
They check up on him just over a month after his release and find 
that he has hanged himself.

His suicide note is short and to the point: “I can’t live with this 
anymore. I can still hear the screams.”

Belzec Extermination Camp, Poland, 1942

Unit 73 is made a part of the Office of Strategic Services when 
it is determined that walker attacks have been occurring not only 
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on US soil, but also overseas, with reports coming in from posts and 
Army units throughout World War One and the early days of World 
War Two.

Agents from Unit 73 drop behind enemy lines in southeast-
ern Poland to investigate rumors that Joseph Mengele has begun 
experimentation with walkers. The agents investigate a subsidiary 
camp near Belzec and discover the truth is even more horrifying 
than they were expecting.

Not only are the Nazis engaged in research on walkers, they 
are also manufacturing them, and at a rate that is staggering to be-
hold. Unit 73 confirms that the SS Colonel General in command of 
the camp is attempting to create some sort of biological weapon to 
be dropped on targets from the air.

During their infiltration, the agents count more than five thou-
sand active walkers in pens at the smaller camp, and discover the 
source of the new ones: the Jewish, Romani and Polish prisoners 
from the main Belzec camp. Even worse, the prisoners know what 
is happening, and are powerless to stop their deaths and eventual 
rebirths.

As the agents acquire intelligence, it is delivered to the com-
mander of Unit 73. In cooperation with soon-to-be Supreme 
Commander, Allied Expeditionary Force, General Dwight D. 
Eisenhower, Unit 73 begins forming a plan to destroy both Belzec 
and its smaller and more dangerous sub-camp.

Before the operation can be finalized and given a green light, 
operations end at Belzec, and the smaller camp is closed and dis-
mantled, with many of the structures — and the walkers inside 
them — simply burned where they stand to prevent spread of the 
contagion. Unit 73 operatives manage to collect some evidence of 
the mass infection of prisoners of war, but the war soon ends, and 
due to their nature, the incidents are quietly covered up and never 
brought to light.

In 1963, the newly-created Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency (DARPA) takes over funding of Unit 73, renam-
ing it as the Advanced Experimental Genetics Intelligence Service 
(AEGIS). Soon, AEGIS' primary mission is codified and standard-
ized. The two main purposes of the group become containment and 
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investigation. First, to contain and eliminate any and all walker in-
cursions through the United States and its territories, including the 
manufacture of cover stories to prevent worldwide chaos.

This is accomplished through the use of military personnel un-
der strict security and need-to-know access — Special Operations 
groups who are simply told that the victims are dangerously sick 
and the illness is incurable. Second, to determine the source of the 
infection and a possible cure.

Arizona, 1986

She takes a quick break from her work and leans against a 
corner of the barn, sweating through her thin shirt as the bright 
Arizona summer sun pours down on her. Even for Arizona it’s hot, 
and it isn’t normally this bad so close to sundown. A sudden strong 
breeze brings her upright, and she lifts her chin into the wind, send-
ing her long red hair streaming out behind her.

A child’s laughter captures her attention, and she smiles as she 
looks over at her little brother, Johnny, playing in the front yard in 
the sprinkler. She wants to join him, but her father will tan her hide 
if she shirks her chores, so she turns back to the task of mucking out 
the horse’s stalls. Even at thirteen, she has a strong work ethic and 
knows her responsibilities.

Her favorite, a mountain of a horse named Jack, whickers from 
the next stall and she smiles at him, extending a treat for him to 
munch on. She loves his chestnut brown coloring, and rides him ev-
ery chance she can, which isn’t much these days, what with school 
and chores and homework.

As she finishes clearing the stall, she hears her mother call her 
and her brother inside for dinner, and puts back her tools, making 
sure the barn door is closed and secured. She can smell the deli-
cious aromas of the food, and her stomach rumbles as she realizes 
just how hungry she is.

She turns off the hose as she passes the corner of the house, 
causing little Johnny to set up a wail that is probably heard miles 
away. She just rolls her eyes and pushes him inside to wash up. Her 
father comes in just behind her through the screen door and starts 
to head for the table, but is stopped short by his wife.
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“Johnathan Michael Barnes, you know better than that. Get 
over here and wash your hands,” she says. “And take off those dirty 
boots!”

John Barnes laughs as he picks up his wife in a huge bear hug 
and swings her around. “Ellen, one of these days I’m going to eat 
with dirty hands, and I’ll survive just to spite you.”

Kimberly looks at her parents laughing, the love they feel for 
each other clear in their eyes and smiles and little touches. Being a 
normal young teenage girl, she is concerned with such things, and 
sighs with hope that she will find that sort of love someday.

Her reverie is broken by the sharp pinch Johnny gives her as 
he sits down at the table, having run some water over his hands 
— his version of ‘washing up.’ She jumps and smacks him on the 
back of his head, causing a fight, which is quickly broken up by their 
mother. Having washed up and taken off his dirty boots and gloves, 
her father sits down at the table and leads them in saying grace.

“Lord, we thank you for blessing our table with this bounty. 
In your name, we pray. Amen.” He smiles as he looks around at his 
family. “Now, let’s eat!”

The evening air is warm and heavy, and her mother allows 
them to sleep on the screened-in front porch.

She lies on her pallet, her long legs sticking out from the too-
small blankets, and looks up at the stars through the screens. The 
night wind blows, taking much of the day’s heat away and leaving 
her goose-bumped and shivering, but she doesn’t mind one bit. She 
prefers to sleep outside when she can get away with it.

Sometime later, she starts awake. Something feels wrong, and 
she lies there for a few minutes trying to figure out just what it is 
that has awakened her, listening for even the smallest sound.

Suddenly, she knows: there is no noise at all. No crickets, no 
owls, none of the normal country night-noises that bother city-folk 
so. Not even any soft snorts or whickers from the horses in the sta-
ble. She glances over at Johnny, snoring in his rolled-up blankets, 
and decides to leave him be. No reason to wake him, yet. It’s prob-
ably nothing, anyway.
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She crawls out of her blankets, the cool midnight air pebbling 
her skin, and creeps to the edge of the porch, peering out at the 
night. Nothing is moving except for a few branches of the trees, and 
yet she still feels a sense of wrongness that chills her more than 
any breeze. Just as she is about to go inside to wake her father, she 
hears a horse cry out from the barn, followed by the oddest moan-
ing sound she’s ever heard.

That’s Jack! What’s wrong with him? The horse’s screaming 
gets louder and she can hear him kicking against the walls of his 
stall, mad with fear.

Panic sets in. Kimberly finds herself running around the side 
of the house towards the barn, and is startled as the back porch 
light comes on and her parents run out of the house, stopping on the 
back steps. Her father holds his shotgun. Seeing her there, he points 
back to the house. “Get your butt back in there, Kim, and see to your 
brother, too,” he yells.

She is obeying before she realizes it, running back the way she 
came as her father heads toward the barn. Kim grabs her brother 
from his sound sleep on the front porch and carries him into the 
house. As she comes into the front room, there is a loud boom and 
then another from the backyard as her daddy fires his shotgun. She 
can hear a loud crack from the barn. She stops in the middle of the 
room, staring out of the back door. Johnny wakes up and tries to 
pull away, and she holds him tightly.

Suddenly her mother screams from the back porch steps, and 
she hears that moan again as another shotgun blast goes off, closer 
than the others. She holds Johnny tightly to her chest as her father 
yells, and she sees something attacking him.

He struggles with whatever it is, yelling to her mother, “Ellen, 
get the kids out of here! Go now before…” Whatever he is about to 
say is cut off as the struggle with the creature causes her father’s 
finger to slip on the trigger. Another loud boom, and her mother 
falls backwards into the kitchen, her screams cut off and her chest 
a mass of blood, ruined skin and bone.

“God, no!” shouts her father, stunned into stillness by Ellen’s 
death. “No, no, no…”

He doesn’t see the rotting arms reaching for him once more, 
only coming back to the moment as the walker takes a large bite out 
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of his forearm. He yells and curses, and with a mighty shove knocks 
the creature back, chambering and firing his last shell point blank 
into its face, blowing its head to pieces.

Kimberly sinks to the floor, her brother now screaming in 
her arms, his face hidden against her body. Her father, cursing and 
holding his arm, comes in through what is left of the back door and 
kneels next to his wife. He moans and cries as he cradles her in his 
good arm and begins to rock back and forth. In a daze, Kim sets her 
brother down. He clings to her legs as she walks to the kitchen’s 
wall-mounted phone and dials 911.

“911, what is your emergency?”
“Mom… mom’s dead and my daddy’s hurt. Come quick.”
“What’s your address? Hello? Hello?” Kimberly can’t seem to 

put any more words together and drops the receiver. She goes back 
into the living room and sits down on the couch. Johnny crawls up 
next to her and she wraps an arm around him, staring across the 
room at the wall.

She doesn’t notice the flashing lights appearing outside, or the 
men knocking on the door. There are people who come to look at her 
daddy’s arm, and she can just barely see them pull him away from 
her mother through the doorway. Men and women both come into 
the living room and try to talk to her, but she can’t answer them, as 
if she doesn’t remember how to talk, and Johnny is silent and still, 
his tears leaving stains on his cheeks. One woman sits down on her 
mother’s rocking chair.

“I’ll stay with you, dear,” she says, reaching out and patting 
Kim’s arm.

Eventually, Kim looks up when she hears a neighing horse out-
side. At least Jack’s ok, she thinks. I still have Jack, and Johnny, and 
Daddy. The lady sitting nearby notices her perk up, and, desperate 
to reach the girl, decides to try one last gambit.

“I tell you what, I’ll go find out what’s going on with your horse, 
ok? I’ll be right back. You’ll be here when I come back, won’t you?”

Kim looks at her for the first time and nods. Once the older 
woman is gone, though, she hears whispers from the kitchen, and 
creeps closer, trying to hear what is being said.

“They’re coming, Adam.”
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Another man sighs. “I know, Bill, but you know what’ll happen 
when they get here. Damn feds. And what about the girl and her 
brother? What happens to them?”

“They’ll take them and make sure they’re looked after. Come 
on, Adam, we can’t fight them on this.”

“I know, I know, dammit! I just hate to see this. John and Ellen 
are — were — good people; they don’t deserve this.”

Kimberly doesn’t hear Bill’s reply as she backs away from the 
door, motioning to her brother to be very quiet. He nods and follows 
her as she moves out to the front porch, away from the men inside, 
closing the door and moving around the side of the house.

Suddenly she crouches down, pulling her brother down with 
her as the beam of a flashlight plays over the side of the house, then 
away.

She sees the deputies checking the yard, house and barn, and 
waits until they finish. She sees the nice lady walking back to the 
house as the men move out to search the surrounding land, and re-
alizes that now is her chance. Kimberly and her brother sneak into 
the barn and into Jack’s stall. She whispers to the big horse as he 
greets her, his soft nose brushing her shoulder.

She knows that she can’t let those people, whoever they 
are, take her and her brother anywhere. Working with quick and 
practiced ease, she saddles and bridles the big horse, hoisting her 
brother up to grab the saddle horn as she climbs up behind him. 
Making sure they aren’t being watched is tougher, but she manages 
to ride Jack out of the barn and almost to the edge of one of the 
fields before she hears the shouting start.

They realized I’m gone. The nice lady wants us back, she thinks.
“Hyah!” she cries, digging in her heels, and sends the big horse 

flying through the night and into the field.
She doesn’t know where she’s going at first, but, as they gal-

lop on, she realizes she’s headed for her best friend Angela’s farm 
nearby. Maybe we can hide there awhile, she thinks. At least I know 
they won’t turn us in.

There’s a loud whirring from behind her; some kind of chop-
ping noise; she doesn’t know what it is at first. As lights appear in 
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the air behind her, she realizes it must be a helicopter, and judg-
ing from the way its searchlights are coming closer, they must be 
on her trail. Urging the big stallion to even greater speed, she and 
Johnny lay low against the horse’s neck.

Suddenly the noise is right above her, then beyond her, and 
then the helicopter drops smoothly out of the air and lands just 
ahead of them, a large spotlight blinding her. Jack stops and rears at 
the sudden noise and light, throwing her and her brother from his 
back. They land hard; Johnny cries out as he comes down hard on 
his arm, breaking it with a sharp crack. Kim’s fall is just as painful, 
her head slamming back into the dirt.

She tries to get up and to calm the horse, but her vision swims 
and she falls back down, barely able to focus on the men running to-
wards her from the helicopter. One of them kneels down beside her, 
reaching out a hand, but she screams and flinches back, afraid he is 
attacking her as the creature attacked her father. He nods at some-
one or something behind her and suddenly she feels a sharp sting 
at the back of her neck, and notices the man looking at her intently.

He seems so sad, she thinks as she passes out.

Panama, 1988

Petty Officer First Class Anderson looks through his binocu-
lars at the drug camp in the jungle clearing, wondering just what 
the hell happened to this place. No drug camp is ever what anyone 
would call ‘nice’, but this one looks like it’s been hit by an army.

A different kind of army. The midges and mosquitoes are ac-
tive in the late-morning heat, and the humidity is stifling, sweat 
pouring from all of the operators in streams. The cursing is fluent 
but very, very quiet. Bullet holes riddle most of the buildings and he 
sees smears of blood across many of the walls. Several fires burn, 
further adding to the chaos and causing even more damage.

At least one of the shacks is engulfed in flames, the harsh 
chemicals and shoddy construction materials feeding the fire that 
sends midnight-black smoke billowing into the sky. Through the 
binoculars he sees a few survivors of whatever has happened, just 
standing around almost motionless.
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They’re hurt, judging from the blood on their clothes and the 
few injuries that he can see, but why are they just standing around 
rather than evacuating? No shouts, no voices, no noise… not even 
any of the ever-present birds or insects. Weird, he thinks. Very 
weird, indeed.

He touches his throat mike, whispering. “No sign of hostiles. 
Estimate seven to ten friendlies. Structural damage, blood… it’s 
nasty down there, sir.”

A voice in his ear. “Roger. Take position for overwatch. Alpha, 
east. Bravo, with me.”

The SEAL team breaks from cover at the base of the hill 
Anderson has scouted, moving to their assigned attack vectors. He 
slings his binos back into his pack and crawls forward to the next 
rise in the terrain, 500 yards from the clearing.

He climbs a huge corotu tree and takes up a position on one 
of the massive branches, his long-barreled, camo-painted Mk11 
sniper rifle resting ahead of him. He glances through the scope, but 
doesn’t see any movement or even the friendlies he thought he’d 
spotted earlier.

Where the hell did they go?
There is a burst of gunfire to the east of the camp, and a crack-

le of static over the headset, as well as a moan.
“Alpha team engaged. Repeat, alpha engaged. Hostiles are un-

armed,” the team leader says, breaking off amid another rattle of 
gunfire. “They’re attacking hand-to-hand. Holy fuck! One of them 
just bit Sparks!”

Anderson can hear the moans now without his headset; it’s a 
sound that runs a shiver of fear up his back. Like nothing he’s heard 
before, it’s full of menace and death. He fights down the urge to bolt 
and looks through the rifle’s scope again. 

“Overwatch, no shot on hostiles. Repeat, no shot on…” he says, 
pausing as he watches two of the six-man Alpha team back out of 
the jungle into the small clearing of the camp, firing as they retreat.

One of them is obviously wounded and hangs on the other, one 
arm over his squadmate’s shoulder, firing a pistol again and again at 
whatever he sees under the dense canopy.
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“I see you, Alpha,” Anderson says, focusing on one of the shapes 
moving towards his fellow operators in the clearing through the 
dark jungle. “L-T, they are headed west toward your position.”

Suddenly, one of the shadows breaks out of the darkness into 
the cloudy daylight. “Targets appear as friendlies! Engaging hostile 
targets.”

He aims and kills the first target with one well-placed shot to 
the temple. Alpha leader keeps firing into the jungle, and Anderson 
sees more appear, following the one he’s just killed, moving out of 
the jungle.

More gunfire, this time from the west, and Bravo team emerg-
es, the lieutenant falling back last as his men retreat, firing into the 
jungle. More shadowed figures move towards that squad as well, 
and Anderson can see they are going to get cut off and surrounded.

Through the high-powered scope of his rifle, he can make out 
more detail on the hostiles, now. Dressed in the rags and tatters 
of clothes, these people aren’t alive. They can’t be. Not with those 
wounds.

The next one he shoots has one arm missing, the flesh of the 
shoulder hanging in strips, the limb torn off. All of those he sees are 
covered in wounds and blood, and should not be standing, much 
less attacking.

Well, he thinks. I can fix that.
As he begins taking them out one by one, he hears the lieuten-

ant on the radio. “Fall back to the central shack. We’ll take these 
bastards out there. MacMillan,” he says, and Anderson sees him 
gesture towards the tall, lanky second scout of the team.

“Make your way around to Anderson and give us some sup-
port.” He can see MacMillan’s head turn his way, and flashes the 
scope of his rifle in a quick signal to the other man, who nods, 
crouches, and disappears.

Damn, that man makes me nervous, he thought. No one should 
be able to disappear like that. Even I’m not that good.

The others fall back into guard positions around the outside of 
the door to the central shack, firing quick bursts at the walkers. The 
lieutenant opens the shack door, looking for cover, only to be met 
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by a crowd of grasping, tearing walkers. There is a short scream as 
he is torn apart in the doorway, and then the things pile out of the 
shack, falling on the other SEALs from behind.

Anderson freezes for a moment, and then, with regret, real-
izes what he has to do. He begins ending his former teammates’ 
horror as they are attacked; one shot, one kill.

As he sights in on the last of his men, the SEAL gives him a 
thumbs-up and drops a grenade from his hand. Anderson turns 
away as the explosion takes out the shack and the things attacking 
and feasting on his team.

Must’ve had something nasty in there, he thinks as the explo-
sion catches another shack. The detonation from this one is even 
larger, showering the surrounding jungle with scraps of debris and 
more than a few of those things.

As he turns back, he sees several other nightmares making 
their way toward his position, drawn by the sound of his gunfire. 
He laughs as he takes down his thirty-fifth kill, but he sees more of 
them still coming from other shacks and through the trees.

A sudden noise from the base of his tree makes him spin 
around on the branch and fire his pistol without even realizing that 
he’s drawn it. The bullet caroms off some buried obstruction and 
zings out into the distance.

A shaky voice issues from around the trunk. “Stop!  It’s me, 
boyo,” says Hamish, poking his head around the tree, only coming 
out when he sees it is safe. Bloody and filthy and clutching a ban-
dage to one forearm, the Scot looks wide-eyed at Anderson who 
swears profusely.

“Sorry, Hamish,” he says. “They’re headed our way. What’s 
with the arm?”

“One of the fuckers bit me,” he replies. “The others?”
Anderson shakes his head in mute reply, and MacMillan curs-

es. “Good thing I’ve got the radio,” he says, suiting actions to words 
and twisting a dial on his mike. “Papa Bear, this is Rabbit Four. We 
are di di mau with two SEALs to LZ X-Ray.”

The reply is fast. “Roger, Rabbit Four. E-and-e to LZ X-Ray, 
pickup at 1330 Zulu.”
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“Roger, Papa Bear. Out here.” MacMillan looks at Anderson, 
who climbs out of the tree and readies himself for travel. “Let’s get 
out of here, Frank. It’s gonna be a long walk.”

“Damn straight.” They both stiffen as a moan drifts their way 
from somewhere close. They glance at each other and then hike up 
their packs and disappear into the foliage.

Over the next 20 years, AEGIS contains and eliminates twen-
ty-seven separate incursions within the United States.

Through secret dialogues with other countries, scientific ad-
vancement is shared, with the stated ultimate goal of finding a cure, 
somehow, somewhere.

A few of the finest minds on the planet are brought in to con-
sult, and given a plausible cover story. Almost none question the 
necessity, believing that the Army is just being well prepared. 
Special operations units are called in when necessary, and only told 
the most basic need-to-know information.

The situation appears to be manageable, at least for the mo-
ment, and although attacks become slightly more frequent, there 
is nothing to indicate that a massive escalation of military force 
would be in order.


